Frequency warping using allpass structures or Laguerre filters has found increasingly applications in audio signal processing due to good match with the auditory frequency resolution. Kautz filters are an extension where the frequency warping and related resolution can have more freedom. In this paper we discuss the properties of Kautz filters and how they meet typical requirements found in modeling and equalization of audio systems. Case studies include transfer function modeling of the guitar body and loudspeaker response cqualization.
INTRODUCTION
Any bandlimited linear and time-invariant (LTI) system can be approximately inodeled or inverse modeled by a digital filter. A typical case of inverse modeling in audio signal processing is equalization of response to approximate a desired target response. Any stable filter structures caE be used, and although FIR and directform 1IR structures in principle cover all LTI cases, computational precision. efficiency, controllability of response. easy design, etc.. may make other filter structures more desirable.
The kemel element of simple digital filters is the unit delay, D ( z ) = z-'. While it is always possible to reduce any LTI filter back to a direct-form structure, some other kemels or basis functions may be useful from theoretical or practical points of view. A generalization of the unit delay (or a cascade of unit delays) is for example an allpass filter that has flat magnitude response but frequency-dependent delay. This introduces a frequency mapping (warping) and makes it possible to look at such filter structures in a modified (warped) frequency domain.,
The best known such frequency mapping is based on the bilinear conformal mapping D1 = (z-' -X)/(1 -Xz-I). An orthonormal formulation with such basis functions leads to L a p e r r e Jiltcrs [9] which consist of a cascade of identical allpass elements preceded with a normalization filter. In inany frequency-warped filter designs the normalization can be simply skipped [5] .
In Laguerre type of filters there is only one degree of freedom. parameter A, which specifies the non-uniform frequency resolution of a warped frequency domain. This is enough and useful in many cases, particularly since with careful optimization there exists a good match with the Bark scale that is used to describe the psychoacoustical frequency scale of human hearing [ 111. There are many cases, however, e.g. in audio signal processing, where a more complex frequency resolution mapping is desirable.
Krurtzfilters [S] is an interesting extension to Laguerre filters which allow for such features. In this paper we discuss the properties of Kautz filters from the point of view of audio signal processing. After a brief theoretical background of implementation and design principles, we present two examples as case studies of using Kautz filters in modeling and inverse modeling of audio systems. In the first case we apply the method to loudspeaker response equalization. The second case deals with the modeling of guitar body impulse response. We conclude with a surmnary of the work and a compmson with traditional design methods.
THEORY OF KAUTZ FILTERS
Deducible in many ways, the lowest order rational functions, square-integrable and orthonormal on the unit circle, analytic for / z / > l,areoftheform [13] defined by any set of points {zz}zo in the unit disk. Functions
(1) form an orthonormal set which is complete, or a base, with a moderate restriction on the poles (2,) [13] . The corresponding time functions { g z ( n ) }~o are impulse responses or inverse z-transforms of (1). This implies that a basis representation of any causal and stable discrete-time signal or LTI system is obtained as its Fourier series expansion with respect to the time or frequency domain basis functions. These generalizations of z-transform and convolution sum representations provide linear-in-parameter models for signals and systems.
In the signal processingcontext, functions (1) are called Kautz functions, and they inherit their name and a specific way ofdeduction from a method proposed by Kautz to orthonormalize a set of continuous-time exponential components [SI. The discrete-time version can be attributed to Broome (21 We define the filter or model order to be N + 1.
A Kautz filter produces real tap output signals only in the case of real poles. However, from a sequence of real or complex conjugate poles it is always possible to form real orthonormal structures. From the infinite variety of possible solutions it is sufficient to use the intuitively simple structure of polynomial coefficients. The construction works also for real poles but we use an obvious mixture of first-and second-order sections, if needed.
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Figure 2: One realization for producing real Kautz functions from a sequenceof complex conjugate pole pairs.
Modeling and inverse modeling with Kautz filters
As hinted previously, for a given system h(n) or W ( z ) , Fourier coefficients provide least-square (LS) optimal parametrizations for the corresponding Kautz model, or synthesis filter, with respect to the pole set and the filter order. Evaluation of the Fourier cocfficients, ci = ( h , g i ) = ( H , G i ) . can be implemented by feeding the signal h(-n) to the Kautz filter and reading the tap outputs
. It should be noted that here the LS criterion is applied on the infinite time horizon and not for example in the time window defined by h ( n ) . A straightforward interpretation for input-output-data identification of Kautz model parameters is based on riorriial eqiratioris assembled from correlation terms: if the tap outputs X , ( T L ) = G i [ x ( n ) ] to the input z ( n ) are collected in the matrix S. [.sIzj = (zi-1 (j -l )}: ; : ], the weight vector is the solution of the matrix equation Rw = p, with R = S S H and p = Sy, where For agiven target response, the most appealing methods could be titled as allpass operator optiniization. As previously noted, we get the LS optimal filter weights by feeding h(-n). n = 0 , . . . , M , to the Kautz filter and reading the tap outputs at R = 0.
As a consequenceof the orthogonality, the resulting approximation The two methods applied in this paper can be seen as linearizations of the nonlinear optimization problem with respect to the poles. basedon this energy observation [IO, I] . Apparently neither of these methods have been used in optimization of discrete-time Kautz filter structures.
CASE 1: LOUDSPEAKER EQUALIZATION
An ideal loudspeaker has a flat magnitude response and a constant group delay. Here we demonstrate the use of Kautz filters in pure magnitude equalization, based on an inverted target response. although direct utilization of methods (a) or (c) in Section 2. l would produce inherent magnitude and phase equalization. The measured loudspeaker magnitude response and a derived equalizer target response are included in Fig. 3 . The sample rate is 48 kHz.
Audio equalization consists typically of compensating for three different types of phenomena: slow trends in the response. sharp and local deviations, and correction of roll-offs at the band edges. This makes "blind equalization" methods ineffective. We propose that Kautz filters provide a useful altemative between "blind' and hand-tuned "parametric" equalization (with an obvious abuse of terminology).
As is well known. FIR modeling has on inherent emphasis on high frequencies on the auditorily motivated logarithmic frequency scale. Warped FIR (or Laguerre) filters release some of the resolution to the lower frequencies, providing acompetitive performance with 5 to 10 times lower filter orders [6] . However. the filter order required to flatten the peaks at 1 kHz is still high, of the order 200, and in practice Laguerre models up to order 50 are able to model only slow trends in the response.
In search for lower order Kautz models we applied various methods presentedin Section 2.2. AR modeling and AR modeling based ARMA modeling do not provide good pole sets. SteiglitzMcBride method (SM) of ARMA modeling produces unstable poles (for orders above 8). but for some orders omitting the unstable poles leaves a usable pole set (Fig. 3) . The method proposed by McDonough and Huggins [IO] produces unstable poles in the first iteration from almost any initial pole set. The method of Brandenstein and Unbehauen [I] provides stable and reasonable pole sets for orders at least up to 40. The low frequency behavior of the target response produces poles extremely close to z = 1, which is also the reason for troubles in the two previous methods, I ' ' " " I and some of these poles were omitted in 28th and 33th order Kautz models of Fig. 3 . To improve the modeling at 1 kHz, we tried to fit different pole sets to the resonances, The starting point was the 28th order Kautz filter of Fig. 3 , where we omitted the one pole pair trying to model the 1 kHz region. Three pole pairs were manually tuned to the three prominent resonances, resulting in the 32th order Kautz filter of Fig. 4 . To improve the modeling below the 1 kHz region we added a suitable pole pair, producing the 34th order Kautz model in Fig. 4 . To lower further the filter order, we applied the same procedure to the 15th order model of Fig. 3 providing a relatively good equalization result at a much lower filter order 23 (Fig. 4) .
Finally, after extensive tuning of 10 pole pairs we ended up with the 20th order model of Fig. 4 . This is an ultimate approach in the sense that each (chosen) resonance is modeled with only one pole pair. Here also a compensating pole pair is placed at the low end. This is clearly one form of parametric equalization with second order blocks. However, with Kautz filters we have completely separated the choosing of the resonance structure and the (linear-in-parameter) model parametrization.
CASE 2: MODELING OF GUITAR BODY RESPONSE
As an example of high-order distributed-pole Kautz modeling we approximate a measured acoustic guitar body response sampled at 24 kHz (Fig. 5) . The obvious disadvantage of a straightforward FIR filter implementation is that modeling of the slowly decaying lowest resonances requires very lugh filter orders. All-pole or pole-zero modeling are the traditional choices in improving the flexibility of the spectral representation. Perceptually motivated warped counterparts of all-pole and pole-zero modeling pay off, even in technical terms [7] , but here we want to focus the modeling resolution more freely. A 1000 tap FIR implementation was selected as a reference model, which gives a safe complexity advantage margin to a 100 to 200 order Kautz filter. Direct all-pole or pole-zero modeling were found to produce unsatisfactory pole sets { z z } , even in searching for a low-order substructure. On the other hand, it is relatively easy to find good pole sets by direct selection of prominent resonances and proper pole radius tuning. To demonstrate the abilities of the proposed allpass optimization methods, we apply the method of Brandenstein and Unbehauen on the full filter order dimension 100 for the allpass structure. Two real poles were disregarded and the other 49 pole pairs were recognized as good representatives for the resonance structure. Based on this observation, poles were associated with different choices of prominent resonances. In Table   1 the resulting time and frequency domain normalized root-meansquare-errors (NRMS) corresponding to certain choices of block orders and number of blocks are presented, compared to the FIR 1000 case. In last two columns an ad hoc method to compensate the repetitive appearance of the poles is demonstrated: the pole radii are simply raised to the power of the block number. Figure 6 presents the low frequency behavior of (16 x 6) and (10 x 10) Kautz models of Table 1 , compared to the original and the 1000-tap FIR frequency response. No fine tuning is done and the poles are representatives of the original 49 pole pair set, pole pairs 1 to 8 (with increasing angles) and in the latter case omitting pairs 5 to 7. The common pole pairs correspond quite well to the five prominent resonances and the figure illustrates the tradeoff between resonance and off-resonance behavior. The Kautz filter orders are very low and an increase in orders will rapidly improve the overall spectral details, still having the emphasis on the low frequency range. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The above cases of audio equalization and modeling were taken as challenging examples in order to show the applicability of Kautz filters. Many specific questions, such as audio relevance of the modelingdetails, perceptual aspectsof the designs, as well as computational robustness and expense have been addresses briefly or not at all. Thus call for further investigations.
The aim of t h s study was to show that it is possible to actueve good modeling or equalization results with lower Kautz filter orders than with warped (Laguerre) or traditional FIR and IIR filters.
In the loudspeaker equalization case Kautz filter orders of 20-30 can achieve similar results of flatness as warped IIR models of order 100-200, or much higher orders with FIR equalizers. This reduction is due to well controlled focusing of frequency resolution on both global shape and particularly on local resonant behavior. In the case of guitar body response modeling the low-frequency modes are important perceptually, and relatively low-order (about 100) Kautz filters can focus sharply on them, showing advantage over warped, IIR, and FIR designs, especially when focus is on the separate low-frequency modes of the body response.
The basic flexibility of Kautz filter designs doesn't come without complications. In this paper we have hand-tuned the pole set { z , ) of Eq. 1 to yield superior modeling with low orders. There are numerous possible techniques and strategies to search for an optimal model for a given problem, and different tasks may be solved best with different approaches. The cases investigated here
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